Woven house wrap
Air Resistance

PermaPro housewrap provides defense against air
infiltration by reducing drafts, increasing comfort and
reducing energy loss from the home. By wrapping
your home you’re sealing your home’s gaps, cracks,
or holes that may occur during construction. It’s the
perfect windbreaker for your home.
TM

Transmits Moisture Vapor

MVTR is one of the most important factors in true
performance in housewraps. Perma R has made
no exceptions in making sure that its performance
exceeds standard criteria in this arena. Use
PermaProTM and know that your home will be
protected from moisture entrapment. Moisture can
escape from behind the housewrap, reducing the
potential for inherent moisture problems that lead to
rot and energy loss.

UV Protected

UV is good for one thing, getting a suntan, and
even then its breaking down your skin. With
PermaProTM this isn’t a problem. Performance of
the product isn’t affected. With UV inhibitors built
into the construction and coating of the fabrics, UV
doesn’t stand a chance “under the sun”.

Strong & Durable

If the wrap can’t hold up to job site “wear and tear”,
how can it perform its job? PermaProTM once again
exceeds industry standards. We all know that if
the wrap is damaged before the install, that area is
susceptible to problems. Check out our technical data
specifications.

Easy Installation

We know Perma R’s product line packs a big punch
on features and performance, but that only applies
if you can install it. PermaProTM provides a level
of translucency to improve wrap placement and
installation. PermaProTM is built with just the right
amount of rigidity to allow for a good, flat, and
even install, which allows for ease of installing
corners and bends that accompany many odd
shaped homes. Now that’s flexibility!

Custom Logo

PermaWrapTM can be printed with your company’s
logo to provide a marketing billboard to promote
your business.

FOR USE

AS A REPLACEMENT FOR GRADE D PAPER
Weather resistive and air infiltration barrier
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